PELLY    BAY
pride was a telescope, one of those long collapsible marine
telescopes made of brass that looked as if it was the one Nelson
had put to his blind eye at the battle of Copenhagen. When it
was passed round for our admiration, I saw with pride (Lord
forgive me!) that it was of French manufaciure. Next most fas-
cinating was a pair of tennis shoes, made in Japan. How such
things happened to turn up in the Arctic, I cannot conceive.
The rubber (or rubberoid) soles were frozen stiff and there was
no comparing them for comfort with the sealskin native boots,
even had they been of a size to fit one of these people. Algunerk
drew them out of the bos as cautiously as if they had been
made of the finest glass, and passed them to his wife. She set
them carefully down on the ground at the deep end of the
igloo, whence I dare say they would never be moved.
This day was one of the longest I ever spent, partly because
the extreme cold made it impossible for me to write or sketch,
my lead continuing frozen hard. I remember, in the matter of
cold and sketching, that one day in the Store, at Gjoa Haven, I
stood trying to draw the natives while they were trading. The
temperature was so low that my breath formed a dense fog
before my face, so that I could not see the drawing paper; and
each time that I set down a few strokes I had to hold my
breath. The sketch had to be left unfinished.
Here, on the trail to Pelly Bay, I could not even work iny
cameras. They were packed in a box that was still on the sled.
If I unpacked them they would freeze solid and no lever would
work. A 'dry5 object should not freeze, you say. But everything
freezes in this Arctic world; and as for metal, it becomes so
magnetized that it does not merely cling but seems to leap
across space to stick to your bare hand.
Atata, the father-in-law, known to me as Shongili, finally
turned up on Monday. My first sight of him was of a man
standing waist-high in the snow, hacking with all his might at a
frozen block of fish in his cache. He was digging out food for
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